navigation, using the sonar system to evaluate the desirability Abstract -The rapid control of sonar-guided vehicles through of different directions of travel simultaneously and selecting obstacle fields has been a goal of robotics for decades. How the direction with the highest evaluation. sensory data is represented strongly affects how obstacles and
g . While typical approaches combine attractive and repulsive un ttivean tiaevalution a represent Thio effects to directly determine steering, we are investigating an assumptions about the desirability of a given direction. This algorithm that evaluates multiple directions simultaneously can incorporate information about actuation limits, energy followed by a winner-take-all (WTA) function which then guides conservation, single or multiple goal directions, history of steering. In this paper we describe a neuromorphic VLSI previous choices, etc. Obstacles then produce a pattern of implementation of this algorithm using the inherent echo delay to suppression (i.e., inhibition) on the evaluation pattern such create a range-dependent gain in a 'race-to-first-spike' neural that close objects produce deep, wide suppressions and WTA circuit. The chip was fabricated in a commerciallyfaraw available 0.5,um CMOS process and in this paper we present faraway objects produce only narrow, shallow suppressions preliminary test results. (see Fig. 1 ). A winner-take-all (WTA) process then selects the direction with the maximum evaluation. In this approach, Index Terms-step inhibition, spike-timing, winner-take-all, echo strength could further modulate suppression such that bat echolocation, multiple obstacles, robot navigation.
weaker echoes produced weaker suppression, eliminating the problem of detection thresholds. From the selected direction, I. INTRODUCTION we assume that a motor control subsystem will steer our cholocating bats are capable of flying through dense creature onto the desired heading. This process of forests in complete darkness during their hunt for flying simultaneous direction evaluation is similar to other meaninsects and other prey. How biological systems can turn the field-theory approaches to robot navigation [2] . storm of sensory information into short-term motion plans
With this approach, closely-spaced objects produce only amidst multiple obstacles and goals is shortens the latency of the spike following a reset pulse. By determining the strength of itS input, the evaluation pattern iS observable in the neuron that fires first, we find the neuron with the largest average the pattern of neuron spiking. By incorporating a global input. (b) A long-lasting inhibitory current delays the spike or prevents inhibitory feedback connection, the well-known winner-takefiring altogether. Inhibitory currents that start earlier will produce a all (WTA) function can be implemented on this field of longer added delay in firing. neurons [3] .
To obtain WTA functionality, evaluation neurons excite a Although the mean firing rate could be used to represent the global inhibitory cell that in turn fires the global reset pulse. evaluation, the inter-pulse-interval also carries the If the connections between the evaluation neurons and the information, but on a shorter timescale. If we had a time-zero inhibitory cell are strong enough, the first neuron in the reference and simultaneously reset (i.e,. strongly inhibit) all evaluation field to fire will trigger the inhibitory cell, neurons, the input currents would be inversely expressed in preventing any other cell from firing, allowing only a single the spike latency across the field of neurons (see Fig. 2a) Fig. 2b ), "address-event" representation [6] . In this system, an the latency will increase as inhibitory pulses start earlier. The asynchronous digital bus provides the address of a target use of such step currents in neural computation is described by synapse and produces a handshaking pulse, delivering a brief Maass [4] and has recently been used in a VLSI circuit for (~1pts) voltage spike to the target address. This same system visual processing [5] .
is used to transmit neuron spikes out of the chip. The inputs to the system (Fig. 3) (Fig. 7) . The voltage at C1 is abruptly
The integrate-and-fire neuron circuit in Fig. 5 is based on a charged to Vdd and then slowly discharged by M7 (controlled neuron design [8] that utilizes the inverter (Ml-M ) threshold by slowtime) down to OV. M5 acts as a switch for the current and decouples the main integration capacitor during the spike defined by M4 (controlled by wislow). The inhibitory allowing fast, but low-power operation. This neuron also has current is then subtracted from the neuron. The pMOS mirror a refractory period controlled by the parameter refr.
is connected via nMOS transistors to adjacent inhibitory circuits, creating a "diffusor" network [9] that shares D. Excitatory and Inhibitory Synapses inhibitory current with neighboring neurons. The pointThe synapse circuits used to interconnect the evaluation spread function for the diffusor is an exponentially-decaying neurons and the inhibitory neuron are shown in Fig. 6 
